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Without doubt we are travelling through significantly unchartered
waters, whether that be in the world of protection, or in life generally,
particularly as we are now in a second lockdown.
Protection has peaked and troughed as the topic of many a conversation as the summer progressed with
the hope that we were out of the worst, but never has protection had the focus it now has with clients and if
you are an adviser providing protection advice on a regular basis, this might have appeared to be a time of
revelation. However, in order to meet Covid requirements, the insurance companies are having to recalibrate
their approach to keep their products fresh and current. Whilst it is a time of great turbulence, the opportunity
to learn more about protection and the support it can provide has never been more needed. For a few years now
I have talked about the protection gap and how it is beholden on advisers to do the right thing and to provide
protection advice to their clients for their future security, being practical for a moment, this level of support
also underpins your advice and your relationships with your clients and it has to be added, can also provide a
significant additional income stream for your firm.
This autumn edition of MI Magazine brings some strong articles that offer interesting features, alongside
advance notice of our second Protection Academy. Our first was a huge success and highlighted that many
of our Members are keen to further develop their understanding and skills in this area. We are committed to
building each Academy session to meet the team’s exacting standards and your requirements, where each
provider is challenged to bring a unique insightful approach to their subject to ensure your development is as
strong as it can be for the times we are in.
We have all now spent a great deal of time in the virtual world,
with more to come over the winter months. This is a time for strength,
solidarity and support and here I would like to add that whilst you
support your clients, we are here to support you when you need it
most. I have heard and used the word nimble now on a number of
occasions, but I really feel that we should work hard to remain
positive, offer support to one another and look to be adaptable using
all the communications tools we have at our disposal and to find
new ways to meet our clients’ needs.

Martin Reynolds
Chief Executive
SimplyBiz Mortgages

Becky is a fictitious character whose story has been created for illustration purposes.
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No, this is not the title of the next Spielberg
blockbuster coming to a re-opened Cineworld
sometime in 2021. ‘Procrastination is the thief of
time’ is in fact a quote from Charles Dickens’s most
famous book, David Copperfield which was
published in 1850.
STEVEN HOWARD

Head of Mortgage and Lending Intermediaries Compliance Services
The SimplyBiz Group

To procrastinate, as we know, is to delay or
postpone action or put off doing something.
That something in the Financial Services
world right now could well be the fitness
assessments that need to be completed as
part of the forthcoming SM&CR Directory
process.
It is now less than one month until 9 December 2020, which is the date that firms
will need to ensure that fit assessments
have been completed and a certificate issued to all existing and relevant staff that
fall within the Certification Regime. This
may appear to be a simple task, but I would
caution against leaving this until the last
minute, especially those firms with a number of certified people to assess.
As we announced in early July of this
year, the Government amended its legislation in order to extend the first assessment
of Fit and Proper under SM&CR from 9
December 2020 to 31 March 2021, but it is
important to highlight that this extension
was only granted to firms that have been
‘significantly affected’ by the coronavirus
pandemic.
Whilst we applaud this sympathetic
approach, we should highlight that no
definition has been provided around how a
firm might have been ‘significantly affected’
by COVID-19 and so we therefore strongly
suggest that firms consider whether the im-

pact of the pandemic on their own business
could be categorised as ‘significant’ before
accepting any extension to the deadline. We
do not read this as a concession for all firms
to delay their fit and proper assessments
and we believe that the FCA will expect
the majority of firms to be still working
towards the 9 December deadline. We
would encourage all relevant firms, where
possible, to aim to have these assessments
completed and their Certified Persons uploaded to the Directory by the original date
of 9 December 2020.
It is also worth noting that only those
persons certified as fit and proper and
uploaded to The Directory by 9 December
2020 will appear under the firm’s name in
the new Directory.

So, who do the new Fit and
Proper rules apply to?
Anyone within a firm who is performing a
Senior Manager Function or a Certification Function.

What are the Fit and Proper
requirements?
The SM&CR introduced new rules and
guidance which firms must follow; however, it is based on three familiar concepts:
1 Honesty, integrity and reputation
1 Competence and capability
1 Financial soundness

We would
encourage all
relevant firms,
where possible,
to aim to have
these assessments
completed and
their Certified
Persons uploaded
to the Directory by
the original date
of 9 December
2020.

Firms will need to gather evidence to
demonstrate their senior managers and
certified persons are fit and proper for their
role; and that they meet requirements of
honesty, integrity and reputation, financial
soundness and competence and capability.
Once a firm is satisfied that their certified person is fit and proper, they must
be issued with a certificate. A firm should
only issue a certificate to a person where the
firm is satisfied that the person is a fit and
proper person to perform the Certification
Functions to which the certificate relates.
The certificate will confirm the person
is fit and proper to undertake the role(s)
specified within it and should be for a period
of no longer than 12 months.
Once the FIT assessment has been completed by the firm, the Certified Person can
then be uploaded to the Directory.

The Directory
The Directory is a new public register that
goes live after 9 December 2020 and it will
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contain details about specific individuals
working in financial services. It will include multiple indivduals, some of whom
appear on the Financial Services Register
(FS Register), some who no longer appear
on the FS Register, and some who will appear on a public regulatory register for the
first time, for example mortgage advisers.
The intention of the new Directory is to
improve standards in the market that will
benefit both firms and consumers. This will
be achieved by:
1 enabling customers to verify the
identity of those selling or providing
advice, to help protect themselves
from scams;
1 re-assuring customers of the
suitability of the staff they are dealing
with at the firm;
1 helping firms cross-check regulatory
references when recruiting; and
1 making it more difficult for unsuitable
individuals to operate.
The new Directory will go live after 9
December 2020 and firms will need to use
the FCA CONNECT system to upload information about all their ‘Directory Persons’
before this date.
‘Directory Persons’ is the term used by
the FCA for the people that will appear on
the Directory. This includes three categories of people:
1 Certified Persons, e.g. individuals
giving mortgage advice, retail
investment advice and pension
transfer specialists
1 Directors who are not Senior
Managers
1 Sole Traders and Appointed
Representatives who require a
qualification to carry out their role
It should be noted that only Certified
Persons that have been assessed as FIT
should appear on the Directory.
As I mentioned at the start of this article, it is now less than one month until 9
December 2020 and, unless your firm has
been ‘significantly affected’ by COVID-19,
you should aim to have your FIT assessments completed and your Certified Persons uploaded to the Directory by this date.
Procrastinate at your peril!
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As many have said,
the pandemic
has shone a
very bright light
onto the world
of protection for a
whole host of reasons.
However, I have always believed there
is so much need for advisers of all types
to be providing protection advice to
their clients and not always in relation to
health matters alone.

...the best
place to start
your portfolio
of business
protection clients
could be with
existing clients,
and a simple
segmentation
exercise could be
a great starting
point...

In a protection focussed session earlier
this year, I had the privilege of hearing
Gregor deliver a highly insightful
presentation on behalf of Royal London
to an audience of interested advisers.
What he was saying resonated for a
long time after its delivery and we felt
it deserved to be developed into a lead
article, to allow all our MI Magazine
readers to benefit from the thought
process, approach, his advice and
valuable tips.

MAKAYLA EVERETT

Head of SimplyBiz Mortgages

Case study

Whether you’re new to business protection or you’re
returning to business protection after a break, you’d
be forgiven for wondering where to start.

GREGOR SKED

Protection Technical and
Development Manager
Royal London
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or many advisers, a common
barrier to talking about this
type of protection is thinking
‘I don’t have any business protection clients, so I must look
towards professional introducers. While professional introducers like
accountants and solicitors can be a great
way to meet new prospective clients, how
comfortable might they be about handing

over their clients to talk about business
protection when you might never have
written a business protection case before?
Well, the best place to start your portfolio of business protection clients could
be with existing clients, and a simple segmentation exercise could be a great starting
point as we’ll look at in the following case
study.

So, you’ve looked at your existing clients
and you’ve segmented them into four categories; the product(s) you last advised them
on, their job title, their employer name and
how the business is set-up. These four simple headings should help you to identify not
only what type of business you’re dealing
with, but also what role your client plays.
The objective of this is to show some initial hot spots where a business protection
conversation could unfold.
Imagine the list below is a small sample
of your client bank.

Naturally you might want to jump
straight in and look at the type of company
they work for, but what about starting with
the product you advised them on. From the
results, you can see you advised them all
on a mortgage, but can you remember if
any of them used a mixture of salary and
dividends to calculate their remuneration
for the mortgage? If so, that could be an
indication that the client is a controlling
shareholder of a limited company and there
we have our first route into a business protection conversation.
You could move onto looking at some
of the more obvious signs that the client

Client name

Product sold

Job title

Company name

Company type

Gloria

Mortgage

Director

Gloria
Properties

Limited
company

Simon

Mortgage & GI

Receptionist

ABC Telecoms

PLC

Katie

Mortgage

Partner

London &
Partners

Partnership

Eric

Mortgage &
Protection

Systems analyst

Bright
Insurance

PLC

David

Mortgage, GI &
Protection

Sales Director

RL Sockets Ltd.

Limited
company

could benefit from hearing about business
protection, and that’s done by looking at
their job title.
Look at Gloria, who’s a director of Gloria
Properties Ltd, a small property management company. Initial thoughts are Gloria
is likely a key person to the business and
there may be several business loans taken
out under Gloria.
Katie is a partner at London & Partners,
so you might want to identify the level of
control Katie has within the business, and if
an unexpected diagnosis of a critical illness,
or even her death, would cause a significant
impact to the running of the business. If so,
could the business benefit hearing about
partnership and shareholder protection?
Finally, what about David, he’s a Sales
Director who again may be considered a key
person to RL Sockets Ltd.
You can start to see that by segmenting
some of your clients into some basic groups,
you’ve identified three clients where you
could start to talk about business protection. While you’ve made a few assumptions
about the type of protection conversations
you could be having; the next exercise will help you do this with more
precision.
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Okay, we’ve identified that Gloria, Katie,
and David present the best opportunities
to talk business protection. But what other
information could you get hold of to help
the conversation with you and your client?
Well here’s eight additional question you
could ask either before or during a meeting
to help identify further business protection
opportunities.

www.simplybizmortgages.co.uk

Carrying out a short segmentation exercise
might highlight more opportunities
than you first thought.

Client
name

Company
type

Articles of
association

Partnership
agreement

Loan
agreement

BBL/
CBIL

Will

Directors
Loan
Agreement

Life
Cover

SSAS/
SIPP

Gloria

Ltd

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Katie

Partnership

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

David

Ltd

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Starting off with the articles of association which all private limited companies
registered in the UK must have in place.
We know that looking at our case study
Gloria’s and David’s businesses must have
one of these to set out how the business
must operate. So, can you get hold of this
and familiarise yourself with the details
within it?
If the business is a partnership, can you
find out if there’s a partnership agreement
in place? It’s not essential for a partnership
to have one, but not having one might not be
the smartest idea, because on the death of
a partner the business would be dissolved
and the assets passed to their estate and
the remaining partners. If it turns out the
business didn’t have one of these in place,
there’s an opportunity to develop a professional connection with a solicitor.
What about loans? And are you able to
get a copy of any loan agreements which
are held against the client to see the terms

and conditions of them, this could make
writing any loan protection policies a bit
easier. You could even narrow this down
to see if the business has taken out a
Bounce-back Loan? Or have they accessed
the Coronavirus Business Interruption
Scheme?
Does the client have a will? If they have
one, you might want to check it doesn’t
contradict what might be going into a cross
option agreement. If there’s no will in place,
there’s another opportunity for you to provide them a will writing service or point
them towards a professional contact who
could set one up.
Directors Loan Agreement – this could
be money that Gloria, Katie or David have
lent to the business. Does it have any protection built in? If the client passed away
and left everything to her estate, the DLA
becomes repayable on demand from the
surviving shareholders or the deceased’s
estate.

Life cover – this should be an easier one
for you to identify. If they have life cover
in place, are they paying the premiums
themselves? Perhaps you sold them the
protection policy a few years ago. Could
there be a tax saving opportunity if the life
policy was to be set-up under a Relevant
Life Policy with the business paying the
premiums?
SSAS/SIPP – has the business owner
set-up a small self-administered scheme or
self-invested personal pension to buy into
commercial property? Quite common, but
it can have a restriction on liquidity of the
business. If we take Gloria as an example,
her partner could, on her death, request
for the contents to be converted into cash
rather than a percentage of a building. How
easily could the business access this cash?

What’s next?
Well hopefully you can see that, even if
you’re new to the world of business protection, starting close to home with your
existing clients, you can start to build up
your confidence within this space. Carrying out a short segmentation exercise
might highlight more opportunities than
you first thought.
For further information, why not
get in touch with one of our regional
representatives, details of which are
available on the website
adviser.royallondon.com/

PROTECTION ACADEMY

Your next Protection Academy session will
take place on Friday 11 December 2020.
Our first, at the start of October, achieved a capacity
crowd with highly positive feedback.
To bring you the Academy, we have challenged ourselves to raise
the bar regarding protection education and support. In our
second edition, we go one step further to bring you unique
content from our various protection partners, our in-house team
and special guests, all of whom will offer insight into all areas
of protection, highlighting the opportunities available for both
your clients and your firm, how to identify the best products
to meet your clients’ requirements and how to raise and
discuss protection to best effect.
Taking part in these Academy sessions will support your
education, development and understanding, as well as
creating significant income for your firm.
Make sure to add this date to your diary now and look
out for your email invitation and updates on your
Member website in order to book your place.
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Protection specialists
and referral partners
take a leading role
in mental health support
SimplyBiz Group Member and referral partner, Moneysworth,
has been selected as panel members under Life Insurance
advisers on the new Mental Health & Money Advice website.
For the Moneysworth team, this is another important
milestone in supporting their mission to improve access to Life
Insurance for people with mental health conditions.

www.simplybizmortgages.co.uk

Mental Health & Money Advice is the first
UK-wide online advice service specifically designed to combine support for both
mental health and financial problems.
The organisation’s website provides guidance for people living with mental health
conditions who are struggling with their
finances, as well as anyone whose money
problems are affecting their mental health.
The service and its website have been set
up by Mental Health UK, a UK-wide charity which represents four member charities:
Rethink Mental Illness in England, Hafal
in Wales, Support in Mind in Scotland and
MindWise in Northern Ireland. Fundraising for the website’s development has been
provided by the charity’s partner, Lloyd’s
Banking Group.
Moneysworth is one of four specialist Life Insurance adviser firms selected
by Mental Health UK to be listed on the
website’s Insurance and Mental Health
guidance page.

Four million people
in the UK have both
mental health and
money problems.
A further four million are
at risk of developing mental
health difficulties due to
financial problems.

These statistics underline the need for
the insurance industry and other financial
services to operate in ways that consider
the needs of customers with mental health
conditions.

We all know from our own conversations
with clients how it can be uncomfortable
and upsetting for people to talk about
their mental health. So it’s encouraging
to see that, across the insurance industry,
organisations and providers are making
important changes to improve access to
insurance for people who struggle to find
cover.

Mental Health & Money Advice
supported by the ABI
The Mental Health & Money Advice service is endorsed by the ABI (Association
of British Insurers) in conjunction with
its published Mental Health & Insurance
Standards guidance for ABI members.
The ABI has been engaging with mental
health charities in order to better understand the needs of people with a history
of mental ill health. This has resulted in a
comprehensive system of standards which
aim to improve:
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1 access to insurance
1 how questions are asked
1 communications to customers
1 transparency of underwriting
decisions.

Signposting: best practice for
when insurers are unable to offer
cover
The ABI standards complement those set
out in the Signposting agreement for insurers and brokers. The agreement helps to
improve access to insurance in situations
where an insurer is unable to offer cover
to a client, or if the client cannot afford the
cover that is offered. Signposting ensures
consumers are offered guidance to find
specialist assistance from an adviser or
organisation who can help them continue
their search for cover.
This is a voluntary agreement, which
Moneysworth helped to develop as a member of the Access to Insurance Working
Group, in conjunction with BIBA (British
Insurance Broker’s Association), the DWP,
other brokers and industry organisations.

How Moneysworth can help you
Moneysworth provides a protection-only
service for SimplyBiz Group Members who
don’t have time to deal with complicated
protection insurance cases and require
specialist assistance.
As Group Members themselves, they’re
recognised for their specialist work dealing with clients with pre-existing health
conditions including heart problems,
diabetes, weight issues, stroke, HIV and
mental health.
Since they first started taking introduced cases, over 200 SimplyBiz Group
Members have used their services, guaranteeing no cross-selling to introduced
clients, and the introducer receives 30%
of the initial commission received.
More detail on Moneysworth is held
on the referral partner pages in the
Protection area of the Member and Client
websites or visit their website
www.moneysworth.co.uk or call on
01625 462744.
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The importance
of protection
in 2020
You don’t have to
look very far into the
industry press to see
reports of the uptick in
protection enquiries
at the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
There are numerous
reports citing a big
spike in the number of
enquiries about certain
products since March,
especially Income
Protection, as the stark
severity of the pandemic
started to have a real
impact on people.

A

n example is the recent
reporting from Royal London with a 15% rise in protection sales for the first
half of 2020, compared to
the same period last year.
It’s still too early to say for certain
whether a year-on-year policy count has
increased enough to class it as a spike in
Protection sales, however, it’s very clear
here at Caspian Insurance, and similar
firms I talk to regularly, that consumers
are becoming more aware of the values and
benefits of protection products.

What impact does this have?
Combined with the challenges COVID-19
brought to the mortgage and investment
markets, there has been a higher number
of financial advice firms placing a much
greater emphasis on protection, to keep
their businesses busy and active during
lockdown.
After that initial focus, the status quo
seems to be slowly returning, as we have
seen a record number of enquiries for our
services; especially from mortgage brokers
who are at levels of enquiries not seen since
pre-2008. We have also seen widespread
underwriting changes. Initially, it took insurers and reinsurers some time to adjust
to the pandemic, but they have now unanimously altered their stance for anything
that would represent an additional risk factor should your client contract COVID-19.
This includes things like a high BMI, any
respiratory conditions and diabetes.
Most insurers now have a rating limit of
around 100 – 150% for Life cover, whereas it
was previously at least 300% in most cases.
Unfortunately, given the health crisis, this
was a change that was always going to be
needed.

www.simplybizmortgages.co.uk

A bigger need for specialist
advice
The changes have clearly highlighted the
need for specialist advice and the value of
underwriting knowledge have never been
greater, especially given that as yet we haven’t seen an impact on Protection pricing
as a result of the pandemic.
Insurers and reinsurers have become
able to make changes to their underwriting
philosophies much quicker than ever before,
so there is very little doubt that as we look
to the next 12 – 18 months, that traditional
underwriting as we know it is going to look
very different.

Record claims are highly likely
The initial impact of COVID-19 on UK
insurers from a claims perspective was
notable and significant. The ABI recently
confirmed that between 1st March and 31st
May, £90m of claims had been paid out due
to circumstances caused by COVID-19. It
just shows the value of protection products

when families are at their lowest ebb. Protection can never bring a loved one back,
but it can help ease the financial burden
now and in the future.
The final toll of the additional COVID-19
claims won’t be known for some time, but
it would not be surprising to see the figure
rise above £150m before the end of the year.
Our industry, amongst many others, has
experienced its challenges during the pandemic and there are still many unknown
factors that make it difficult to know what
the future will look like. One thing that
does look certain though is that insurers
and reinsurers will be paying record claims
in 2020, and this will fuel a need to balance
the books at some point.
Having the right protection in place
now becomes even more important as we
embark on a period of potentially increased
pricing across all products. As there have
been no signs of increased pricing yet, a
key question to ask yourselves is whether
protection has ever been better value for
money than it is now.

Are you giving protection advice?
There are around 40,000 advisers who
have protection permissions in the UK,
but only around 4,000 of them regularly
provide protection advice. In other words,
about 90% of financial advisers don’t offer
protection advice to their clients.
This is significantly worrying for a country where almost 1 in 2 working adults have
less than £100 in savings.
Where does your firm sit? If you have
permission to provide protection advice,
and for whatever reason you aren’t providing it, it won’t be long before the FCA
starts taking a closer look at your firm. You
only have to look at the importance they are
placing on signposting agreements in other
areas of insurance, to understand they are
taking these issues very seriously.
When it comes to giving protection
advice, you have a number of options to
deliver this service to your clients. Firstly,
you could hire a specialist. This does come
at a cost but employing someone with the

As there have
been no signs
of increased
pricing yet, a
key question to
ask yourselves
is whether
protection has
ever been better
value for money
than it is now.
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required skills and passion for protection
can be a very practical solution.
For firms that have a higher number
of advisers, a cost-effective method of increasing the amount of protection business
you write is to provide regular protection
training for your employees. This is a very
popular approach to help advisers feel more
confident and comfortable talking about
protection and I was pleased to see that
SimplyBiz Group advisers now have access
to the Protection Academy.
You could also get in touch with all existing clients that are due to have policies
renewed, or clients that possibly haven’t got
the protection they need. This is very much
a question of time and resource, but if you
have the capability then this should be at the
top of your priority list. Making customers
aware of the risks of being under-protected
is so important.

Outsourcing protection advice
A final option is to consider an outsourced
service to provide specialist protection
advice for your clients, more commonly
known as signposting, as mentioned earlier.
It’s important to consider who you want
to partner with and what for. Outsourcing
protection usually comes in two forms, the
first is where the Partner firm offers holistic
protection advice to every customer that
you refer across. The second is focussed
on signposting customers with significant
medical disclosures where you may have
struggled to secure protection.
Agreements, including our own at Caspian, are non-contractual. This should help to
provide peace of mind that firms that offer
this type of service do so because they believe in the value of protection. One of the
most important things to remember is that
the customer remains yours; you are purely employing the services of a protection
advisory firm.
There has never been a better time to
discuss protection with your clients. As a
member of The SimplyBiz Group, you have
an exclusive opportunity to use the team at
Caspian Insurance as a referral partner.
Get in touch today by phone or email to find
out more.
Caspian Insurance 0800 015 1342 or
email info@caspianinsurance.co.uk.

PROTECTION

How can I drive
protection conversations
via my website?

www.simplybizmortgages.co.uk
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And the winner
is… data
COVID-19 has affected everyone in many different ways. It has taken our loved
ones, compromised our freedom and threatened our sense of self, but it has also
given us time to reflect, question our priorities and make changes to our lives.
STEPHANIE HYDON

Head of Strategic Partners
iPipeline

Using data from millions of quotes, we predict the
protection needs of your clients and provide accurate
conversion rate.

But it’s not only individuals who have made
significant changes, businesses have also
taken the opportunity to reflect and question
their strategy and approach to customers.
As with all financial shocks, there have
been winners and losers. Those businesses
that survived the 2008 crisis have responded
better than most, and the practices that got
them through then have helped them adapt
more quickly now.
As an example, many mortgage brokers
who experienced the downturn in 2008 have
learnt from that experience and quickly pivoted their business towards selling protection.
The difference this time is that the health and
financial consequences of the pandemic mean
that customers have never been more receptive to having a conversation about protection.
However, with social distancing in place
and with growing expectations around online interactions, advisers have had to use
technology to get a head start in making the
most of the opportunities available.
Our PreQuo Lead Gen tool has given a
number of adviser firms that head start by
helping them maximise their valuable customer data.
We were able to identify from our
partners’ bank of clients who had taken a
mortgage without protection and then narrow this down further to look at those who
potentially needed income protection, such

as the self-employed. We could engage these
financially vulnerable customers by communicating bespoke messages around affordability, alongside information on the likelihood
of claiming on an income protection policy.
And the results speak for themselves – 42%
of customers who received these personalised messages proactively booked in with
an adviser to review their situation. This not
only provided the firms with further income, it
also ensured hundreds of customers became
financially resilient.

Power of protection
As an insurance technology company, we can
see first-hand the success brokers are having
in selling more protection. We can evaluate
live market data showing growing case sizes,
the increase in income protection being sold
within a mortgage protection package and
the multi-benefit and enhanced product
recommendations. However, what we don’t
often get to see is the human impact of this
success or the personal cost when the protection conversation doesn’t take place.
At an event last year, an adviser visited
our stand and said he wanted to understand
how he could improve his website presence
and help engage clients by educating themselves on their need for protection, ahead of
speaking to him. While there he received a
call from a client for whom he had arranged a

mortgage and Life & CI policy four years ago.
The client was sitting in Great Ormand Street
hospital with a seriously ill three-year-old and
was going to need to take some considerable time away from work. Unfortunately, the
client did not have children’s critical illness in
place and the adviser had the unenviable task
of telling him that he was not covered. If the
client had come back to the broker when his
circumstances changed or the adviser had
reached out before waiting for the five-year
fix to come to an end, this story could have
had a very different ending.
We have been talking to our partners
about how they can use our services to help
regularly review their clients’ protection
packages, identify white space and start a
protection nurturing process. Hopefully this
will mean more advisers can be there to support clients with the best protection options
when their needs change, so they are fully
covered if the worst should happen.
Find out how PreQuo can help drive
additional revenue from protection sales.
Email ukdistribution@ipipeline.com or
call 01242 211705.
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The last six months have impacted us all –
no one has escaped the unrelenting shift in our
lives that COVID-19 has created.
With all the uncertainty, there has been a
collective spotlight shone onto our industry. In a time where mortality and financial
uncertainty has been a constant, the very
real need to have protection in place has
never been greater.
So how do you continue to develop
underwriting rules during a pandemic?
Not answering this question is never an
option. Transparency is key regardless
of the situation. So, we’re discussing the
world of underwriting during a pandemic
and what we’re doing to keep the wheels of
insurance turning.

Into the unknown
Underwriting is a fascinating field to work
in. By the nature of the job, things are always changing, whether that’s rules, technology, products or medical advancements.
Our work and development to our strategy
is usually based on long term research and
analysis.
The COVID-19 pandemic has represented a whole new challenge as this long-term
view is not yet available. Life as we knew it
was changing rapidly and we had to adapt.
Quickly.
Underwriting shoulders a big responsibility, not just to new customers, but to
make sure that we make sensible decisions
that support our existing customers, distributors, partners and our staff.

The risks
The nature of COVID-19 means that most
people have a mild illness. However, as we
have seen, a significant number of people
have a more serious reaction, resulting
in hospital admission and, in some cases,
death.
One of our first challenges was understanding the likelihood of someone having
a mild or severe reaction to the virus.
Whilst the mechanisms of this are
still not fully understood, we now know
the groups most at risk are the elderly and
those with pre-existing health conditions.
Underwriting changes have focussed on
these areas, with most insurers reducing
the maximum ratings that they can apply
throughout the pandemic as a result.
Most insurers also now ask an application question about COVID-19 symptoms
and diagnosis, with people with current
or recent symptoms being postponed, as
would be the case with other conditions
with recent diagnosis and a varied prognosis.

Always learning
An important thing to remember is that an
underwriter is not assessing an individual
in a snapshot as they are now, the underwriter is looking to understand the risk
that someone represents over the term of

the policy, so that an appropriate price can
be charged. There are still many unknowns
with the COVID-19 pandemic, with differing opinions on whether there will be a
second wave and what this would look like.
We’re learning every day and adapting as
more information becomes available.

Beyond the virus
The loss of life due to COVID-19 is a tragedy, yet it’s only one piece of the puzzle when
looking at the impact of the pandemic on
health and wellbeing. We know that the
excess mortality in the UK is one of the
highest in the Europe, with a 7.5% increase
in death rate compared to previous years(1)
and this is not just people who have died of
the virus itself.
The impact of the suspension of health
services will be far reaching. For example,
delays to treatments and surgeries will
mean that some medical conditions will be
lived with longer and may get worse. Delays
to routine screenings will lead to missed

diagnoses of early stage cancers, meaning
that they’re treated at a more advanced
stage, decreasing the likelihood of recovery.
In April 2020, urgent cancer referrals
were reduced by more than half (2). Many
people have been unable to attend their GP
surgery for their routine checks related to
long term management of medical conditions, meaning poor control or complications could go unknown for longer.
It’s these longer-term risks that pose
the biggest challenge in underwriting, and
these factors are most likely to impact people with significant pre-existing medical
conditions.

Impact
Most insurers have both a COVID-19 application question and maximum ratings in
place. This has resulted in a higher level of
people being postponed cover than before
the pandemic. No underwriter relishes not
being able to offer cover to someone who
needs it, and we’ve already seen steps at

AIG and across the market to refine underwriting practice and make cover available
to more people.
In the intermediary channel we’re now
seeing less than 3% increase in people not
.
being offered cover(3)

Medical evidence
Throughout this time, availability and
accessibility of medical evidence has
changed and underwriters have needed to
adapt.
Due to social distancing guidelines, in
person medical screenings were unable to
take place. In collaboration with screenings
providers, AIG introduced virtual screenings to allow more applications to proceed
throughout lockdown – this remains an
option in the event of local lockdowns.
GP evidence was difficult to obtain
whilst surgeries were strained, but service
has broadly returned to normal for now.
This may change again if a second wave
puts further strain on the GP practices.

What next
We’ve already seen philosophies adapt and
change over time and expect this to continue, but with a level of restriction in place
until the long-term risks are better understood. Focus lies with the progression of
the numbers of people with COVID-19 and
the impact of non-provision of health care
services.
Developments in underwriting never
stop, regardless of a pandemic. As more information becomes available, the landscape
changes and we’ll keep the wheels turning
to make sure as many people as possible
have access to the protection they need.
To find out more, visit www.aiglife.co.uk.
Sources: 1. www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-53592881.
2. www.bma.org.uk/news-and-opinion/the-hidden-impactof-covid-19.
3. AIG internal MI July 2020.
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BEMBE’S
PROSTATE
CANCER DOESN’T
NEED IMMEDIATE
TREATMENT
SO HIS POLICY
WON’T MAKE
AN IMMEDIATE
PAYOUT

STEVE BRYAN

Director of Distribution and Marketing
The Exeter

Read his story at

WHATEVERY
ADVISERNEEDS
TOKNOW.COM
and see why we do
things differently.

With nearly ten million jobs being put on furlough and almost three million claims being
made under the Self-Employment Income
Support Scheme(1) during the coronavirus
pandemic, awareness of how unexpected
events can wipe out our income has arguably
never been higher.
But what happens when the support ends?
With so many people turning to the Government for help, are we in danger of creating a
false picture of over-reliance on the state to
help us when we are unable to work?

Why we shouldn’t bank on state
support

Bembe is a fictitious character whose story has been created for illustration purposes.

Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of Scottish Friendly
Assurance Society Limited. All products are provided by Scottish Friendly.
Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of Scottish Friendly Assurance Society Limited which is authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered office: Scottish
Friendly House, 16 Blythswood Square, Glasgow G2 4HJ. Registration number 110002. Guardian Financial Services Limited is registered in England
and Wales under number 11115769. Registered office: 11 Strand, London WC2N 5HR.

The Government’s financial support package during the coronavirus pandemic was
an exceptional response designed to help
UK workers in exceptional circumstances,
replacing up to 80% of salary at the peak
of the pandemic. But this level of income
replacement is far higher than is normally paid
should we be unable to work due to illness or
injury. And despite the growing awareness of
our financial fragility, how many of us really
consider what life would be like if we had to
live off benefits such as Universal Credit?

State benefits are designed to
exist on not live on!
Average employee earnings reached £585
per week in April 2019, equivalent to roughly
£30,420, according to data from the Office
for National Statistics(2).
This is more than the £594.04 monthly
standard allowance on Universal Credit that
a couple aged 25 or over could receive, and
far higher than the £409.89 a single claimant
aged 25 or over could get(3). The Government
temporarily increased Universal Credit benefit to these figures for 12 months from April
2020 due to the coronavirus crisis, but this
extra support could be removed.

Mind the red tape
Inevitably with Government funding, the qualifying criteria means assessing eligibility can
be extremely complex.
Some of the many stipulations relate to
savings and income.
If an individual, or one of a couple, has savings of more than £6,000 or receives other
income, then Universal Credit payments are
reduced, and applicants are entirely ineligible
if someone has £16,000 saved up(3).
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A study by the New Policy Institute found
that 46% of the 260,000 income protection
(IP) policyholders it analysed would not be
eligible for Universal Credit due to their personal circumstances(4).
This means tens, or even hundreds, of
thousands of people seriously need to consider what they would receive from the state
if they could not work.

It’s time to take control
Everyone needs to take greater responsibility for their future financial health, which
includes considering how they could afford
their outgoings if they were unable to work.
With IP, policyholders can protect a much
larger proportion of their income than they
would receive under state benefits. This provides policyholders with a greater financial
cushion should they experience a drop in
income due to illness or injury.
IP doesn’t penalise people for responsibly building up a savings pot and payments
can start on the first day of an illness, unlike
Universal Credit, where the first payment
routinely takes five weeks to arrive.
Beyond this, IP policies are far more flexible than Universal Credit. Payments can be
made until claimants are 70, whereas receipt
of Universal Credit stops at the individual’s
state pension age. In addition, IP claims are
only assessed on the policyholder’s income,
not that of the household. IP claims are also
based solely on the policyholder’s ability to
do their own occupation, meaning they can
concentrate on their recovery rather than
having to find alternative work to make up
for a shortfall in income which may happen
under Universal Credit.

Putting income first
At The Exeter, we believe that it’s time we put
income first when it comes to every client
conversation. Thankfully, record sales of IP
policies suggest more people are putting
plans in place, but the prevalence of coverage
may mean too many people still have blind
faith in the state.
To find out more about how The Exeter
can help you put your clients’ income
first, book a short webinar with one of our
Adviser Account Managers at
www.the-exeter.com.
Sources: 1. www.gov.uk. 2. www.ons.gov.uk.
3. www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk. 4. www.abi.org.uk.
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For instance, wealth management clients could take it out to ensure their pension
contributions continue, while anyone with
a mortgage could use IP to maintain their
monthly payments.
Cover can also be flexed to target different segments of an adviser’s client base.
As an example, an IP plan with a longer
deferred period might suit someone with
savings who could self-insure for a period,
or a client who already has a short-term IP
plan through their employer.

New opportunities

Client resistance

Income protection does not feature as high as it might do on some clients’
(and advisers’) priority lists. Zurich offers some guidance for advisers
looking to break into the market.
From arranging a mortgage to saving for
retirement, income is an essential component of just about every financial plan. But,
while it makes sense for clients to protect
their income, some advisers shy away from
recommending income protection (IP).

Unfounded reticence
There are plenty of reasons for this adviser
reticence. With variable deferred periods,
payment terms and salary percentages,
IP can seem more complicated than other
protection products. This may be true, but

these features are simple and make it easy
to tailor cover to clients’ personal requirements.
Cover can also be perceived as too expensive. Certainly, the premium for an IP plan
with a four-week deferred period covering
80% of income until retirement could put
some clients off. But a simple solution is
to tailor it to their needs by reducing the
deferred period, benefit level or payment
term – and suddenly it’s transformed into
an affordable safety net.

Advisers can also encounter some resistance from clients. As well as the old
chestnut of ‘it won’t happen to me’, clients
point to their sick pay or state benefits as
reasons why they don’t need IP. They could
be right, but they could also be taking a significant risk, especially if they have to rely
on statutory sick pay (£94.25 a week for up
to 28 weeks) or universal credit (starting
at £317.82 a month for someone aged 25+).
Both advisers and clients can also shun
IP as they feel there’s already adequate
cover in place through life insurance and
critical illness cover. It’s a good start but
a client can struggle financially if they’re
unable to work as a result of a condition not
covered by their critical illness policy. IP
also gives them a valuable income stream,
leaving the other products for the large
liabilities such as the mortgage.

Universal relevance
With these misconceptions dismissed, and
IP relevant to every single working person
who would be out of pocket if they were
unable to work, it should be a key part of
every adviser’s product portfolio. There are
all sorts of ways to do this, with an existing
client base presenting plenty of opportunities for IP advice.

Breaking into
any new market
can seem
daunting, but with
demand for this
cover on the up,
it’s a great time
to take advantage
of the support
that’s available
to make IP part
of the advice
you offer.

Advisers can also generate new opportunities, with social media offering a great
opportunity to talk to existing clients, but
also their friends and families. Linking to
industry and press content on Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn is a great way to
demonstrate expertise and engage with
new and existing clients.
A social media presence can also help
an adviser engage with younger clients.
They might not sound like the traditional
IP market but, according to iPipeline, the
under-30s accounted for almost one in five
of those taking out IP in the first quarter
of 2019.
Undertaking a little homework before
embarking on these first steps is also prudent and there is plenty of support available.
As well as checking out the products and
reading the protection press, such as Cover
and Health Insurance & Protection, insurers and industry bodies including the IP
Task Force, Protection Review and Seven
Families can also provide support to advisers looking to grow their IP business.
Breaking into any new market can seem
daunting, but with demand for this cover on
the up, it’s a great time to take advantage of
the support that’s available to make IP part
of the advice you offer.
To find out more, contact your Zurich
consultant on 08085 546 546 or visit
www.zurichintermediary.co.uk.
Zurich may record or monitor calls to
improve its service.
Zurich Assurance Ltd, authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and
the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered in England and
Wales under company number 02456671. Registered Office:
The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.
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That was then, what about now?
The year that has been 2020
so far!

When is the right time?
It would be easy to assume that setting up provisions
to protect your income wouldn’t be something to
consider in your twenty’s or perhaps even your thirties,
however, an unforeseen change in circumstances is
not age dependent.
The world around us, now more than ever
before, has highlighted very clearly for
so many that becoming ill or losing your
regular income does not only happen when
you are older.
Recent claim statistics from income
protection insurers, reflect more claims are
from people in their thirties, with many of
these claims being related to mental health.
The pressures and strains of life, along with
a greater recognition around mental health
and the increasing support available, has
resulted in £60.5 million paid out for mental
health as part of Individual Income Protection claims in 2019, with an average claim
of £15,728according to the ABI.
The big life events that are well documented and known to trigger additional
stress and place significant focus on the

The big life events that
are well documented
and known to trigger
additional stress and
place significant focus
on the need to maintain
a regular income are...
buying a house, getting
married, having a child.

need to maintain a regular income are
usually listed as buying a house, getting
married, having a child.
However, according to LV=, one in five
people are renting the property they are
living in and only 7% of those have some
form of personal protection in place. HMRC
stats for 2019 also reflect 5 million self-employed people, so what provision do those
individuals have in place to protect their
income?

Given the current statistics, physical,
mental and financial well-being with the
ability to sustain financial commitments
becomes more important than ever when
facing changes in employment. Surely the
role of the trusted adviser is even more
relevant now and, indeed, incumbent
on that adviser to have the conversation
about the options available to their clients
to protect their income, lifestyle and families. Innovation by the product providers
means that the options available to clients
are much broader than they ever were, with
additional features such as tailored levels
of cover, payment holidays and online GP
services to mention a few. There are many
solutions available and it is not a one size
fits all landscape. We have seen the resurgence and growth in Accident, Sickness
and Unemployment and these solutions
have evolved to offer hybrid options. In a
recent survey conducted by Best Insurance
in June 2020, it reflected a shift, with potential clients between the ages of twenty
and thirty-five actively now considering
income protection.
The general public don’t like to be told
what they should do, or so we have been

told, however they do not want to cause
themselves and their family unnecessary
harm. Connecting health and income for
clients is the real key for advisers, asking
questions in such a way that can easily be
understood and can prompt a response to
act. “So, if you are unexpectedly off work
for a sustained period, will you have enough
money to pay your mortgage?” “How long
will your savings cover your monthly
mortgage payments?” Responses to these
questions can vary, but if they are anything
like those shown in a recent Zurich report,
reflecting only a quarter of those surveyed
had any savings at all and 50% of UK adults
had unplanned leave from work as a result
of sickness or injury, action needs to be
prompted by the adviser. Some might say
“but I can claim SSP Statutory Sick Pay”.
Statutory Sick Pay (SSP) is £95.85 a week
for up to 28 weeks, which, according to
Barclays mortgage calculator, would cover a monthly payment on a mortgage of
£100,000 on a 25 year term; the average
UK house price as per the ONS in 2020 is
£248,000. So would any financial adviser
who has built up trust with their clients
want them to find themselves in the same
position as the one in eight people surveyed
by Zurich who said they if they lost their
income, they would need to sell their home.
Let’s reflect that this is not just a house, it is

perhaps the home they bought when they got
married and have brought their new-born
children home to from hospital?
BETTER OUTCOME
As the client’s trusted adviser, you can
help ensure a better outcome, and Webline
from Synaptic Software is available to support you in delivering that better outcome.
Webline provides advisers with access to
an easy-to-use, web-based comparison
service, which allows your business to
complete your quotes and electronic applications for your clients in real time,
streamlining your income protection sales.
Webline offers unlimited free access to
quotes 24/7 for protection solutions, with
links directly to insurance companies on a
single life, joint life or on a multi-benefit basis, which will soon include ASU alongside
the Income Protection Solutions systems to
obtain quotes from major providers directly,
so quotes are always current.
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You are able to compare different providers’ rates (as seen above) and most
importantly apply electronically using
efficient quote screens which are clearly
laid out, asking for the minimum information ensuring pre-population of quote
and application forms.
A further innovation from Synaptic
Software enables you to offer live Income
Protection quotes directly from your own
website with your own brand, which is
mobile responsive providing your business
with live leads enabling you to deliver better
outcomes to your existing and potential
new clients.

To find out more, visit
www.synaptic.co.uk or email
sales@synaptic.co.uk.
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For intermediaries only

Exactly what you
need for protection
Comprehensive, affordable cover
A flexible suite of income
protection solutions
Increased levels of cover
Support for your clients when
they need it most
Visit aegon.co.uk/exactlywhatyouneed to find out more.

Choosing an income
protection solution to
suit your clients’ needs
Personal IP

ELAINE CRUICKSHANK
Tax and Trust Manager
Aegon

According to the Office of National Statistics,
an estimated 141.4 million working days were
lost to sickness or injury in 2018, highlighting
how valuable income protection (IP) can be
— helping to provide a financial safety net
should the worst happen.
But nowadays, you hear about personal
IP and executive IP, which are both for the
ultimate benefit of individuals, so what’s the
difference?
They generally offer similar features, such
as definitions of incapacity, flexibility through
guaranteed insurability options, accidental
death benefit, proportionate or rehabilitation
benefits and career break options. However,
they differ when it comes to policy ownership
and tax treatment. Let’s consider the differences, and when you might consider each
option.
This information is based on our understanding of current taxation law and HMRC
practice, which may change.

With personal IP, the policy is owned and paid
for by the insured person. They can usually
choose whether to take this out with a specified benefit payment period, for example two
years, or right up until their benefit end date,
for as long as they meet the definition of incapacity. Typically, policies with a specified benefit payment period are more cost-effective,
which can be useful if working to a budget.
As the policy payments are usually paid
from taxed income, any claims benefits are
normally paid directly to the insured person,
tax free. If the insured person continues to
receive an income while they’re claiming,
such as sick pay, insurance payments from
other ill-health policies or pension payments,
these will generally be deducted from the total
amount payable. However, you can often take
out cover with split deferred periods, so you
can align your client’s income protection with
their sick pay pattern.
As the claim benefits aren’t classed as
relevant UK earnings, any ongoing pension
contributions to a pension scheme operating
relief at source are restricted to a maximum
of £2,880 a year (£3,600 after tax relief).

Executive IP
Executive IP lets employers with smaller
businesses provide their valuable employees
(at any level of the business) with a sick pay
arrangement to help them financially while
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they’re unable to work. Similar to personal IP,
you’ll usually have a choice of benefit payment
periods – either a specified period or until the
benefit end date.
As the policy’s owned and paid for by
the employer, it isn’t treated as a benefit in
kind. The policy payments are generally an
allowable business expense, and can be oﬀset
against corporation tax, so long as they are
wholly and exclusively for the purposes of
the business. They might not get tax relief if,
for example, the salary that the cover would
replace isn’t currently deemed a relievable
business expense. The employer doesn’t
have to pay NI contributions on the policy
payments.
Any claim benefits are paid directly to
the employer, who must use these to help
pay a replacement salary to their employee
through the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) system.
This means it’s liable for income tax and employees NI. The employer must also pay NI
contributions on the payments, which is why
the maximum benefit amount available for
executive IP is generally higher than personal
IP to help oﬀset this. Additionally, the benefit
amount can include employer’s regular pension contributions for the employee.
While the claim benefits are generally
taxable income for the employer, because
they’re paid to the employee as remuneration,
the employer will generally get tax relief, so
they’re effectively tax neutral for the firm.
As well as helping to protect the employee’s pre-retirement income, executive IP
can also help them continue saving for retirement. As the employee receives this sick
pay through the PAYE system, it qualifies as
UK relevant earnings, letting them contribute
up to 100% to their pension each year, or up to
the annual allowance of £40,000 (2020/21).
Executive IP can work well when considered alongside a relevant life policy as an
overall employee benefits package for smaller
corporate clients who don’t qualify for group
risk schemes as neither are treated as P11D
benefits.
You can find out more about income
protection, and the options available from
Aegon at aegon.co.uk/exactly-what-youneed.
For intermediaries only
Source: 1. ONS, Sickness absence in the UK labour market –
2018, November 2019.
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Some protection
people just get.

Critical illness
cover should
be the same.
That’s why we’ve made ours simpler to
understand. So, it’s easier for your customers
to see they’ll be protected, from head to toe.

Head-to-toe cover made simple

There are some types of protection most
people wouldn’t go without. We believe
critical illness cover should be one of them.
That’s why we’ve made ours simpler so it’s
easier for your customers to see they’ll be
protected from head to toe.

Improvements to our cover:

From 23rd August 2020, we are improving our Critical Illness+ and
Life Insurance+ with critical illness cover for new business – making
it simpler for both advisers and customers to understand.

Improvements to our documents:

1 We are merging and simplifying our definitions whilst
maintaining or increasing the scope of our critical illness cover
1 We’re extending our standard and upgraded children’s benefit
to include children under legal guardianship
1 We are extending the Life Change Benefit feature available on
Life Insurance+ and Critical Illness+ to include a new rental
option
We’re improving our documents to give customers and advisers clear
understanding of the cover available and when it pays out. With
grouped critical illness definitions in policy documents and one new
Guide to Protection+ for customers. We’re also streamlining our
adviser support materials to support holistic protection conversations.

Find out more about these improvements on our website:
connect.avivab2b.co.uk/adviser/articles/news/protection/critical-illness-cover-made-simpler/
Aviva Life & Pensions UK Limited. Registered in England No. 3253947. Registered Office: Aviva, Wellington Row, York, YO90 1WR.
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Member of the Association of British Insurers.
Firm Reference Number 185896.
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because you’re less likely to claim. There
is a greater chance you will suffer an accident, incapacity, go off work sick, or even
suffer a serious or critical illness during
your working lifetime, than you are to die(2).
It’s strange that when you look at the total
number of protection sales for each product group, they’re directly at odds with the
reality of people making claims. According
to Swiss Re, more than 1.5 million term life
policies were taken out in 2018. And just
under 150,000 income protection policies
were bought(3).
In a horse race such as the Grand National you would expect the higher volume of
bets to be placed on the horses which have
the greatest odds. A horse with a greater
expected chance of winning is a more
attractive proposition and people placing
bets think there is more chance they will
win. It’s strange that this isn’t the same in
financial services.

Profiling attitude to risks

With the development of fast and user-friendly technology, financial advisers
today can tailor and recommend protection solutions which offer greater value
for money and appreciate the variety of risks their clients are exposed to.
VINCENT O’CONNOR

Senior Protection Development and Technical Manager
Royal London

I

f you look at the protection industry
and how it has changed over the last
25 years, a lot has happened. Technology has firmly embedded itself
into everything we do, both in our
professional and personal lives.
Social media, smart phones, the internet.
All things we take for granted today but may
not have existed at the start of your career
(if you’re of a certain age). But have the main
headline protection needs for clients ever
actually changed? People still die prematurely or become ill during their working
life. From a financial point of view, they
still need to repay debts and maintain the
lifestyle of themselves and their families
should the worst happen. These fundamental protection needs haven’t changed.

Financial advice
A long-standing belief of mine has always
been that when it comes to protection, the
general public would achieve far better outcomes by taking proper financial advice, as
opposed to doing it themselves.
People typically don’t understand the
nuances between products and underwriting. They don’t know how to properly assess
and evaluate the risks they are exposed to.
When they buy protection products without
financial advice, they don’t cover all their
bases. Many don’t even want to contemplate
the possibility of bad things happening in
the future and would rather just leave it to
chance.

91% said they don’t need to think
about protecting their income(1)
In the most recent version of Royal London’s state of the protection nation survey,
only 9% of people with no cover believed
they needed income protection1. That
means 91% said they don’t need to think
about protecting their income. 52% also
admitted that they would last less than
six months financially, if they couldn’t
work due to illness or injury(1). These statistics show people are aware of potential
financial difficulties but don’t think it will
happen to them.

Statistical probability
Life cover tends to be less expensive than
critical illness cover or income protection,

There is a process which financial planners
follow for investment decisions and I believe there is some common ground that
mortgage and protection advisers could
follow.
For advisers to give advice about investments, they need to have a conversation
with their clients about their attitude to
investment risks. Usually they will use an
ATR profile tool which helps them understand their clients risk profile. That process
is subjective, because it’s about how the client feels to certain scenarios posed by the
profile tool. Advisers must also ascertain
the client’s capacity for loss. This process
is objective, because it’s based on the reality
of the client’s ability to absorb falls in the
value of their investment or the amount of
loss that they can afford to bear.
The Financial Advice Market Review
(FAMR) said “If any loss of capital would
have a materially detrimental effect on their
standard of living, this should be taken into
account in assessing the risk that they are
able to take(4).” Shouldn’t a similar process
exist for protection?
Imagine you have a client with dependents who has minimal or no protection
arrangements in place. What would an
“attitude to protection risk” profile look
like for that client? We might categorise
them as being ‘adventurous’ or ‘high risk’.
But what would that client’s ‘capacity for
loss’ be? Should the worst happen, it could
be financial devastation for that family.

Risk profile tools now exist where advisers can quickly create reports which show
the likelihood of a protection claim within
their lifetime, for example, Royal London’s
risk summary report. This can be a great
starting point to have these conversations.

Advising protection portfolios
Financial advice is not only based on the
client priorities, attitudes, opinions and
budget, but also based on the opinions,
experiences, and beliefs of the adviser.
Advisers have the job of interpreting
client priorities and making suitable recommendations based on their knowledge
of the market, availability of useful and
appropriate product features, as well as
underwriting and many other factors.
Almost all clients have a ceiling as to
how much money they can spend on protection. The tricky question is:

What’s the best way of making
use of the available budget?
For example, a couple of first-time buyers
in their early 30s agree to a protection
meeting following the arrangement of their
new mortgage. They don’t have any protection cover in place, but they are happy to
spend around £80 a month. What’s the best
course of action?
Clients are most likely to take life cover
with their mortgage but, if the budget allows, it could also include critical illness
cover. This solution means the mortgage
can be fully repaid in the event of death or
critical illness. Beyond that though, there
could be other gaps. What about additional
life cover to help the family maintain their
lifestyle? What about cover to replace income in the event of sickness or incapacity?

Some is better than none
The idea of protection portfolios is simply
to appreciate that clients have risks in various areas. Some of these areas are against
debts like mortgages. Others are against
the ability to maintain their lifestyle and
standard of living. If you can’t provide your
client with a perfect protection solution,
surely some cover is better than none.
Income protection is a good example
of a product which can be potentially very
expensive for certain clients if you apply all
the maximums available. The longest term,
shortest deferred period, longest payment
period, maximum amount of cover based
on the client’s income...
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What if the client can’t afford the
Rolls Royce solution?
Can we still provide some cover by making a few justifiable compromises to the
amount of cover recommended? Is recommending an amount of cover that means
the client can pay their essential monthly
bills each month a good idea? What about
using a shorter payment period – say 5
years? How about setting the policy term
to the age the client intends to retire?
These changes will significantly bring
the cost down whilst still providing valuable cover.
Portals and comparison sites will help
you design sophisticated protection portfolio solutions which aim to meet multiple
client needs. The other benefit of recommending multiple protection solutions is
that many life companies have plan charges
on individual protection covers. By creating
a portfolio (or menu) of several different
covers within the same plan, some providers only charge one plan fee. This means the
client will see savings on their premium and
could be used to enhance their protection
cover further.
When it comes to giving financial advice,
what do you believe is best? Do you believe
in spreading the risk? Is some cover better
than none? What is the best value for money
when you don’t know what claim could be
made in the future?
If clients have a clear understanding of
the protection risks, they’ll make better and
more informed decisions about what their
priorities are. For you, the adviser, it will
help deliver a broader protection solution
that offers greater value for money.
Read more about Royal London’s tailored
menu plan at adviser.royallondon.com/
protection/our-products/personal/ or
speak to your usual Royal London contact.
Sources: 1. State of the Protection Nation research, Royal London,
March 2019. 2,005 people asked, results weighted to nationally
representative criteria.
2. Institute and faculty of Actuaries’ Continuous Mortality
Investigation Income Protection Committee Working Paper 124,
September 2019.
3. Swiss Re, Term & Health Watch 2019.
4. Financial Advice Market Review (FAMR), Financial Conduct
Authority, April 2017.
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Vitality’s new personal
protection plan and range of
initiatives to support advisers
Now simpler, better and easier. Find out how we’ve
changed our life insurance proposition.
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“In the
past year,
people’s lives
have dramatically changed. The
importance of health and wellbeing
has been hugely magnified, whilst at
the same time the value people place
on having the right protection in place
has increased.
“Our new protection product offering
will incentivise and reward people to
live healthier lives through access to
our Vitality Programme at no extra
cost, whilst also consolidating the
best aspects of our three existing
personal protection products into
one comprehensive and easy to use
product and Optimiser. This is a
new evolution for the life business at
Vitality.”

MATT
TIMMINS

Joint Group
CEO
The SimplyBiz
Group

VitalityLife
In October 2020, Vitality implemented a
series of changes which have been designed
to make their life proposition ‘simpler, better
and easier’, with a broad appeal to clients and
advisers. The changes incorporated adviser
feedback, with the aim to retain the best
features of previous plans, whilst continuing
to be as comprehensive and competitively
priced as before. The key changes include:

One Personal Protection Plan and
one Optimiser
The new Personal Protection Plan provides
one comprehensive protection product,
available as either Standard or Optimised.
The new simpler product structure is easier to
navigate for both clients and advisers. Within this product, a client can opt for one or a
combination of: Life Cover, Income Protection
Cover or Serious Illness Cover.
Vitality’s Optimiser provides upfront access to the most preferential rate – referred
to as the Platinum rate – giving members up
to 30% lower premiums than standard. Members can then maintain this Platinum rate over

time by engaging in the Vitality Programme
and staying active and healthy.

Better access to Vitality rewards
In recognition of the power of incentives in
changing behaviour and supporting people
to live healthier lives, alongside the growing
importance of our health due to the recent
pandemic, Vitality has made a version of
the Vitality programme (Vitality Select)
and rewards available to all new life members at no extra cost. Vitality Select provides
all members with better access to rewards,
and the tools and incentives to help them live
healthier lives.

Easier to do business with us and
enhanced digital capabilities
Vitality has also brought in enhanced servicing and training initiatives, that make it
easier for advisers to do business with them.
The Vitality Adviser Hub offers greater
functionality and supports advisers to
quote, submit applications and service existing cover.

“This is a positive
evolution to the Vitality product, and
being based on advisers’ feedback
demonstrates how Vitality have
listened to their clients and have
adapted their products accordingly. It
will make Vitality products easier to
understand and use, for both advisers
and consumers alike”.
There have also been a number of improvements in the digital experience on the adviser
and customer website and MemberZone, and
further enhancements to underwriting and
the multi-benefit application process (menu
plan) being implemented later this year/early
2021.
To find out more visit adviser.vitality.co.uk
or contact your local Vitality Business
Consultant.
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As we transition, albeit gradually, out of
lockdown (and are again able to spend money
on luxuries such as holidays and nights out),
clients will have had time to adjust their disposable income to accommodate that new,
much needed, policy premium.

A conversation opener

Financial resilience and
the real value of income
National Account Manager
LV=

The effects of COVID-19 have reached
beyond physical health and wellbeing. Despite the lockdown measures easing, social
distancing has led to harsher and extended
financial pressures for every household – exposing our fragility to income shocks. Most
people don’t have a back-up plan, and need
a regular income.

We don’t know what’s around the How do you protect income in the
corner
current uncertain world?
It seems only few months ago when we entered into the new decade with a renewed
sense of optimism. The big ‘do we don’t we?’
Brexit debate was largely settled, we had a
new Government in place with a significant
majority; we were entering into a phase of
‘let’s get it done’. No one could have envisaged where we are now – this was the stuff
of movies. Yet, here we are. The COVID-19
pandemic is compelling proof that we really
don’t know what’s around the corner.

It won’t happen to me
COVID-19 has driven a heightened awareness
and fear of our own mortality; anyone can
easily contract the virus. For most of those
that do, hopefully the symptoms and effects
will be mild and temporary. Sadly, as we learn
every day, some will lose their lives. COVID-19
doesn’t discriminate, no one is immune. It
could happen to any one of us.

1 being unable to work for two months or
more (due to sickness or accident)
1 suffering a serious illness
1 dying

CARL HEARD

How our lives have changed since the beginning of this year, and they’re unlikely to be the
same again. As we rise to the current challenges and look ahead, it’s worth considering
the central theme of protecting income, which
is resonating strongly in the unprecedented
and fast-moving COVID-19 environment
we’ve been witnessing.

Using a calculator like the LV= Risk Reality
Calculator (LV.com/adviser/risk-reality-calculator) is a great way to get your clients
thinking about protecting their most valuable
asset, themselves.
Just enter four personal details about your
client and instantly their personalised results
will reveal the likelihood of them:

When we talk about protecting income, we
should think about both the client and their
family. Protecting a household income becomes just as important when that income
is removed due to death, as well as illness.
Many clients may have taken out life
insurance to protect their mortgage payments and to help keep the roof over their
loved ones, should the worst happen and they
pass away. However, in this situation, even if
the mortgage is paid off the bills don’t stop.
Their regular living expenses continue, which
may leave loved ones exposed and financially
vulnerable.
Talking to your clients now about Family
Income Benefit as well as Income Protection
is where you can ensure they have a complete
Protection Portfolio within a menu plan such
as the LV= Flexible Protection Plan – protecting them against a range of risks and giving
them more peace of mind.

1 and the probability of any of these life
events happening before a chosen
retirement age.
This kind of tool continues to be really
popular with advisers, either being adopted
by firms themselves or woven into their own
sales systems with one outcome in mind – to
ensure the protection conversation happens
with every client, every time.

The longer term prospects
We can certainly expect longer term changes
to our ways of working and fresh innovation
in product and proposition design. We’ll
see protection conversations with clients
take a different tone, with perhaps greater
consumer appreciation for the importance
of their income, and the role and value of advice and insurance in building (and regularly
reviewing) their preparedness and financial
resilience to weather income shocks.
For when an income shock does strike
– and we know they do – a comprehensive
protection portfolio will certainly continue to
play a valuable role in supporting our clients
and policyholders, right now and in the future.
To find out more about the LV= Flexible
Protection Plan, please contact your LV=
Account Manager, call 0800 678 1890
or visit LV.com/flexible.

When your clients
can’t work,
our policies
really do.

Income protection policies from Zurich
For more information, visit zurichintermediary.co.uk/income-protection
For intermediary use only – not for use with your clients.
Zurich Assurance Ltd. Registered in England and Wales under company number 02456671. Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.

